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What is a community 
foundation?

A community foundation is a public charity that 
focuses on supporting a single geographical 
area, primarily by facilitating and pooling 
donations used to address community needs and 
support local nonprofits.
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Bridget:At the One Valley Community Foundation, our mission is to connect people who care to causes that matter to build a better community. One Valley has been supporting our County since 1998.A community foundation is a public charity that focuses on supporting a single geographical area, primarily by facilitating and pooling donations used to address community needs and support local nonprofits.One Valley Community Foundation is the nonprofit organization that identifies and addresses the priorities and concerns of the Gallatin Valley. We do this in a variety of ways: by matching donors with causes they believe in, focusing financial resources to facilitate change, offering resources and training opportunities for area nonprofits, and acting as a facilitator for larger community-wide conversations. We take a bird’s eye view of the issues facing our community with the intent of making the greatest positive change, while also helping to maintain what makes Gallatin County communities unique.



How is our community 
foundation unique?

One Valley extends the standard definition 
of a community foundation:

• Activate community data
• Engage diverse community members
• Support nonprofit sector 
• Convene public and private partners
• Organize opportunities for solution 

making
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BridgetCommunity Foundations are typically known for the philanthropic resources that we can provide our region. Historically, Community Foundations have been seen as a community charitable savings bank where people set up funds at a community foundation and then we help grant those dollars out to community needs. In other words, we become a philanthropic match maker.One valley extends the historical definition of a community foundation by engaging in support and capacity development for our County’s nonprofit sector, and by playing a convening and public education role around issues of importance like housing and affordability issues. 



Why the Regional Housing Initiatives?

74% of participants in A 
Seat at the Table in 2018 
ranked housing as our 
community's most pressing 
challenge.
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BridgetSo why is One Valley interested in supporting housing in Gallatin County?In 2018, at our inaugural county-wide community conversation initiative, A Seat at the Table, when asked what the greatest challenge was in our region, 74% of community participants said that housing was the most pressing need in our county. After A Seat at the Table, One Valley explored how to invest in this top county-wide issue with our financial, political and social capital. We knew as a Community Foundation, we were not alone in wanting to support our community in this housing issue - so we researched other community foundations across the U.S. who were focused on the same priority.In February 2020, I was introduced to the CEO of the Tahoe Truckee Community Foundation, Stacy Caldwell. In the following years, I met with Stacy several times over to learn about their Mountain Housing Council model.The Mountain Housing Council was moving the needle on housing issues by bringing together stakeholders in their region to create shared goals and metrics on housing efforts. Each quarter, the Community Foundation used their unique position of being an even handed convener to bring those folks together to accelerate housing solutions.We based our Regional Housing Coalition after this proven model – and continue to adapt it to our region's unique needs.



Regional 
Housing 
Coalition
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BridgetWe know that there are a lot of great partners in Gallatin County that are doing important work around housing. We also know that there are many ways to address the complex issue of housing. One Valley feels like this convening work is one way we can lean in to support this issue as a Community Foundation. We don't expect that this Coalition will be a silver bullet to solving housing issues in Gallatin County - but we hope it accelerates solutions making.I am going to introduce a few concepts behind the Regional Housing Coalition, and then ask two Regional Housing Coalition members to help present some information about how they'll work together. They'll give us their perspectives on why they think the Coalition is an effective model. Heather Grenier is the President and CEO of HRDC.Jennifer Boyer is a Gallatin County Commissioner. Before I hand it over to these presenters, I wanted to share a little bit about the mission and the structure of the Coalition.
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Mission
The Regional Housing Coalition (RHC) will inform community members, 

coordinate diverse partners and resources, and catalyze solutions to 

address housing attainability and affordability needs in Gallatin County.
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Heather: Steering Committee active. Looked at different models. Case Studies. talked with local decision makers. Developed model using proven strategy that made sense for our community. Community conversations front loaded before the launch of the coalitionThe RHC will be a project of the One Valley Community Foundation to bring together diverse partners to accelerate solutions to housing in the Gallatin County. Based upon our Housing Study, and A Seat at the Table Outcomes, we are moving ahead with a practical response: to mobilize and coordinate existing and potential efforts to address housing needs. This Regional Housing Coalition is a collaborative effort working to identify priorities and create an innovative portfolio of solutions to regional housing to catalyze and inform action to address our future housing needs. One Valley will convene these decision-makers quarterly with one public meeting per year and will serve as the backbone organization for this effort. 



Cooperation and Coordination 
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Heather. Coordination of diverse partners We know that the county-wide coordination of partners, information, funding, and solutions is crucial to addressing the complex set of issues around housing needs.We know also know that housing is a regional issue that affects us all and we're committed to an initial three years of this convening work. We believe in the power of the collective and we're grateful for these partners who are willing to explore solutions alongside us.
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• Employers and Business Owners Chambers, employers, business owners, 
economic development organizations

• Private Housing Industry REALTORS, appraisers, property manager, title company
• Funders Finance, Lending, Philanthropy
• Home Builders and Developers contractors, developers – private, developers –

nonprofit, architects, Engineers
• Services and Programming Nonprofit service providers, faith community, coalitions and 

groups, supportive housing, specialized housing
• Governments and Public Agencies Cities, towns, County, Schools, MSU
• Community members throughout Gallatin County

Representative Membership
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HeatherThe membership of this group is made up of people from all around Gallatin County, from a variety of public and private sectors, and representative of different housing challenges. We wish we could have 100s of voices in the room, but we can't. We had to land on a membership structure and we feel like a facilitated coalition of this type is comfortable around 25. Right now our membership is preliminary and will evolve as the coalition will take its own shape.  
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Collective Impact
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HeatherAt One Valley, we believe in the collective impact model. Collective impact is convening partners who usually don't have cause to spend time together. These are groups that may not have shared missions and projects, but are convened by One Valley to create shared priorities and goals, despite their differences.
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What Will the Coalition Do?
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Jennifer:The membership of the coalition will identify shared priorities and determine how they would like to influence housing challenges in Gallatin county. Some ways they could work together are to advocate on policy decisions, attract capital for projects, education the public, and coordinate on built projects and housing initiatives. . 
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How Will It Work?

Presenter Notes
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JenniferThe coalition will meet quarterly. The top line in this graphic shows what will happen at the quarterly meetings, including identifying shared priorities that determine the impact they want to create in our community. Between those quarterly meetings will be opportunities for community partners and members to participate on specific projects or working groups. One Valley staff will be pushing from behind by providing continuous communication, public education and engagement, and will track progress that the RHC makes on those shared priorities and actions. 
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Heather Grenier: President and CEO HRDC IX

● HRDC IX is investing in the Regional Housing Coalition

● HRDC sees value in the approach, structure, and model

● Opportunity to streamline learning curves for communities in addressing housing 

challenges

● Industry and housing challenges are regional and require a regional approach

● Focus on collective impact

● Opportunity to work on projects today and solutions for tomorrow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Heather – 3 minWhy are you investing time and resources in the RHC? HRDC investment in RHC…why we think it’s important to invest. 
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Jennifer Boyer: Gallatin County Commissioner

The Regional Housing Coalition will inform Gallatin County projects and decisions:

● The County’s Rest Home property development for workforce housing

● A Gallatin County Regional Housing Plan - beginning in 2023

● Land use decisions and planning

● Transit and transportation planning

○ Urban Transportation District (UTD)

○ Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)



Thank You.
Let’s keep in touch.
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Get more information - website. Bridget:Closing statementThank you for being here and we welcome your questions. TA find blue background slide
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